
Sailing
Turkey’s sailing 
capital is Bodrum, 
which hosts The 
Bodrum Cup and 
produces the 
world-renowned 
gulet boats.

Kiteboarding
The town of 
Akyaka has such 
consistent wind 
that it recently 
hosted the World 
Kiteboarding 
Championship.

Scuba diving
Near Kas it’s 
possible to dive 
to a deliberately 
sunk Dakota 
cargo plane.

Whitewater 
rafting
Firtina River 
has a rafting 
route famed 
for its arched 
bridges, tea 
plantations and 
the traditional 
dress worn by the 
local community.

Explore beneath the 
waves on Turkey’s 
crystal-clear coastline

t’s been a long, swelteringly hot summer at 
home this year and while it’s always nice 
to submerge yourself in any body of water, 
there comes a point when the lido at London’s 
Parliament Hill and Hampstead Heath ponds 
just don’t cut it anymore. That’s why the jet set 
know to head to Turkey late in the season, the 
perfect place to soak up a little sun and enjoy 

everything the sea has to offer.
Turkey has earned itself a burgeoning reputation as the 

perfect water sports destination, thanks to the country’s 
eye-catching natural beauty and the fact it has almost 5,000 
miles of coastline spread across 
not just one but four  crystal-clear 
seas. Combined with convenient 
 conditions that make it easy to 
sail, kiteboard and windsurf, it’s 
no surprise sun- worshippers and 
adventure- seekers alike head there 
all year round.

Some of the best spots are to 
be found in the provinces of 
Antalya, Mugla and the southern 
Aegean region of Izmir – known 
 collectively as the country’s 
Turquoise Coast. Here you’ll fi nd 
warm seas framed by a mountain-
ous backdrop, with gorgeous sandy 
beaches and miles of coves and shorelines to explore. Once 
you’ve fi nished your beach read, there are also inland 
waterfalls, forests and hiking trails to explore.

Highlights of the region include the seaside village of 
Oludeniz, which is known for the blue lagoon of Oludeniz 
Tabiat park and the wide, white Belcekiz Beach. For nature 
lovers, it’s hard to imagine a more idyllic spot than the aptly 
named Butterfl y Valley in Fethiye, which, as the name 
suggests, is a place where hundreds of butterfl y species 
make a scenic cove their home. Better still, it’s only acces-
sible by boat, so it has remained unspoilt and well off the 
beaten path.

If you’re the sort of traveller who prefers to get active, 
rather than just lying on a beach, Turkey has a  plethora of 
destinations that offer windsurfi ng, sea kayaking, scuba 
diving, whitewater rafting, canoeing and kiteboarding. 
Antalya is the hub of such activities, with the highest 
number of diving schools anywhere in the country. It’s a 
perfect place to experience scuba for the fi rst time, as it’s 
surrounded by a multitude of contrasting Mediterranean 
dive sites – it’s as if you’re swimming in an open  aquarium. 
On the Aegean coast, the area around Datca has a host of 
incredible dive opportunities, where you can often spot 
dolphins, seals and even sharks. Meanwhile, the Marmara 
Sea also has excellent subaqua locations, such as the Gulf 
Of Saros near Canakkale. It’s become a favourite spot due 
to its proximity to Istanbul and because the sea is full 
of submerged ruins that encourage diverse marine life. 
Speaking of submerged ruins, while sea kayaking is popular 
all around the Turkish coast, one of the most popular des-
tinations is Kas. Here you have the opportunity to kayak 
through and over a sunken Lycian city. Historic sites and 
monuments of great, lost civilizations are littered along the 
gorgeous coastlines.

I
If you’ve never windsurfed before, Alacati on the Aegean’s 

Cesme Peninsula is the place to do it. Known as one of the 
sport’s best destinations anywhere in the world, Alacati has 
countless spots that make it easy for beginners to fi nd their 
footing, combined with  wonderful Aegean Turkish cuisine, 

picturesque old stone houses, an 
ancient  winemaking tradition and 
great nightlife. It’s also known for 
having 330 strong-wind days a year, 
meaning your chances of spend-
ing a signifi cant amount of time on 
your board are greatly increased. 
Likewise, if you’re looking to try 

kiteboarding then Gokova Bay, located just 15 miles from 
Mugla on the Aegean coast, is a dream destination, with 
the powerful winds needed to kiteboard well as reliable as 
clockwork. Golden beaches, picturesque green hillsides and 
clear blue waters don’t hurt either.

In Turkey, the watersport opportunities are not 
 restricted to the beaches. Whitewater river rafting is one 
of the most exhilarating activities going and this is the 
perfect place to experience the rush for yourself. Probably 
the most famous location for this white-knuckle activity 
is the Coruh River, in the province of Artvin in the stun-
ning Black Sea Region. People come from all over the planet 
to ride one of the fastest-fl owing rivers in the world, as it 
travels 290 miles from its origins, 3,225 metres up in the 
Mescit Mountains, to the Black Sea, across the border in 
Georgia. The surrounding mountain scenery is rich in wild-
life, including rare red vultures, bears, goats, wild boars and 
wolves – but it’s the rapids themselves you’ll be writing 
home about.

You’ll already know all about Turkey’s busy market towns 
and beautiful ruins, but it’s perhaps less well known as 
a watersports destination. That is about to change, so if 
you’re looking for a destination that emphasises sea and 
still delivers sun and sand, pack your bags for Turkey. Just 
don’t forget your swimming trunks.

With 5,000 miles of dazzling coast on the Aegean, 
Mediterranean, Marmara and Black Seas, Turkey is 

the hottest place to hit the water this season
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Turquoise DELIGHT 
It’s time to DIVE into 

WATERSPORTS

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE RANGE OF WATERSPORTS ON 
OFFER ON TURKEY’S COAST AND RIVERS, VISIT HOMETURKEY.COM/EN

In Turkey, watersports 
are not restricted to the 
beach. The whitewater 
rafting is exhilarating
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